HS committee meeting 5/11/19

Call to order 9 AM

Roll call 14 members present.

Approve minutes of last meeting

Old Business

Proposal #1

A proposal was brought to the committee to reduce the evo classes to evo sr and evo and add a SSR pre modern class.

FTR Rule Change Proposal

Submitted By: Tim Nordle Date: 03/30/2019

Email: score.n.it.4.ftr@gmail.com Phone: 352-303-0088

Change Type: Regular

Summary of Proposal (What is to be accomplished)

Merge HS Classes Evo A, Evo B, to Evo and Evo Senior A, Evo Senior B to Evo Senior and create Pre-Modern Super Senior.

Current Rule (Copy and paste from rule book – cite chapter, paragraph, etc. of every section that is affected)

Chapter III

General Rules

Rider Classifications Section D-1 (page 14-15)

Hare Scrambles

Chapter VI

Hare Scrambler Rules

Event Rules Section C-2 (page 30)

Saturday Race Schedule

Race 7
Chapter VIII
Hare Scrambles Responsibilities
Section B-3 & B-3-a (page 35 & 36)

Hare Scrambles Number Plate requirements (page 41)

Current Risk (Negative consequences should a change not be made)
Participation for these classes have drop.

Proposed Solution (Write rule in exact detail how it should be incorporate into the rule book. Include every section of the rule book the proposal will affect)

Chapter III
General Rules

Rider Classifications Section D-1 (page 14-15)
Hare Scrambler
Remove the “A” & “B” for all Evolution Classes
Add Pre-Modern Super Senior 0-Open cc (Min. 20 years old) 45/Above

Chapter VI
Hare Scrambler Rules

Event Rules Section C-2 (page 30)
Saturday Race Schedule

In Race 7 Replace all rows with
Row 1 – Pre-Modern A
Row 2 – Junior A
Row 3 – Sportsman A
Row 4 – Junior B
Chapter VIII

Hare Scrambles Responsibilities

Riders Section B-3 & B-3-a (page 35 & 36)

Remove the “A” & “B” for all Evolution Classes

Riders Section B-3

Add Class: Pre-Modern Super Senior  Number Plate: red  Letters: X / white

Hare Scrambles Number Plate requirements (page 41)

Remove the “A” & “B” for all Evolution Classes

Add Class: Pre-Modern Super Senior  Number Plate: red  Letters: X / white

Benefits (For making the change)

Eliminate classes with little participation save money for FTR and Clubs

Motion Dan Aitken

Second Pete Rose

Vote 10 for 4 against proposal passes

Proposal # 2

Allow anyone to participate in Sunday classes as long as they meet class requirements.

Motion Randy Rash

Second Pete Rose

Vote 1 yes 14 no proposal fails
Proposal #3
Change Open class displacement from 251-open to 0-open
Motion Randy Faul
Second Ben Kelly
Vote 0 yes 14 no proposal fails
No new business
Motion to adjourn Randy Rash
Second Pete Rose
Adjourned 9:45